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While Rome is being rebuilt, Emperor Nero wants the public to be 
entertained. He tasks players with sponsoring games in the Colosseum, 
where gladiators will engage in thrilling battles for the enjoyment of the 
crowds. 

Players must now build Ludi, where gladiators can be trained in one of the 
two competing schools, and Arenas, where they can practice. They’ll then 
assign the gladiators to the Colosseum to fight!

All the excitement has also brought forth new Advisors who offer enticing 
rewards for those who dare to bribe them!

This expansion for Rome & Roll adds a fifth asymmetric character class – 
the Rudiarius – a retired gladiator who has earned their freedom. A veteran 
of the Colosseum, the Rudiarius can call in favours with his old masters to 
get ahead.

The public demands entertainment! The public demands entertainment! 

Mechanics

Roll and write, variable player powers

Key features

• Lots of added variety to the game with new buildings, gods, 
advisors and a new character to play as.

• Gladiatorial combat takes place on a new Colosseum 
sideboard where rival schools fight in an amped up 
version of noughts and crosses.

NEW!

Gain  per each   built so far.

Gain  per every 3 available  .

Gain 
 per each of your roads touching an 

opponents settlement, and 
 for each of 

your settlements touching an opponents road.

Assign a  :Write school’s symbol (O / X) in any empty space in either grid. Gain the reward of that space.

If a school gets 3-in-a-row,   for owner(s) of the winning school in that grid. 

Then erase the grid to reset it. If stalemate: 1  to owner of the last placed symbol. 

ACTIONS

CONSTRUCT

ADVISORS

Coins Track

Buildings Track

Legacy Track (Roads)

Glory Track (Settlements)

 from Advisors

 from Manufacturing

 from Urban

 from Army

 from Religion

 from Leisure

 from Nero Bonus Cards

1  per 2  (round up)

1  per 2  (round up)

TOTAL

SCORES

Optionally move Overseer. Each move (to adjacent building) after  

the first costs 1 .

Then, draw new building adjacent to Overseer, from an available 

Blueprint. If : 1 discount on construction cost, OR build  

unavailable Blueprint.

Move Overseer onto new building. Move Foreman onto chosen  

Blueprint. Score 1 . Trigger . Trigger adjacent buildings’ . 

Gain  if built adjacent to 1 or more opponent buildings.

Free Action: Spend gained (not stored)  

,  or  to bribe an Advisor for loyalty.

During Draft: Deploy to double draft.

Before Action: Deploy to gain / / .

If renovating 2 or more roads on a single action, 

gain 2 additional  .

RAISE LEGIONS

CONQUER

EXPAND

TRADE

TAX

Activate  on up to 3 Army buildings. For each opponent's building 

activated in this way, its owner gains 1 .

 (not garrisoned) +  must be equal to or more than the total cost 

of 1 or more settlements in one region. Score .

Garrison 1  per settlement captured.

May renovate roads to conquered settlements in one region  

for 1  each. Score . If a settlement is connected to Rome for the 

first time, it generates the region's resource for its owner.

All your connected settlements in one region generate the region's 

resource. If : Generate in all regions instead.

Spend 3 matching resources (  is wild resource) to gain 3 .

If : Score +1 
 
per  used.

All players may trigger  ability of one of their buildings.
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W
B When bribing a Public 

Advisor, gain 1  .

 can be used as any 

resource when taking a 

Construct or Expand action.

Gladiatorial buildings cost 1 

fewer resource to construct.

Each RED  die you 

draft gains 1  .

When taking a Conquer or Expand 

action, assign a  (unless Gladiator 

die shows Conquer/Expand).

When constructing an Urban 

building, gain 1 
 
and 1 .
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Rudiarius
A retired gladiator, veteran of the Colosseum, 

who can call in favours with his old 

masters to get ahead.
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Gain  per each   built so far.

Gain  per every 3 available  .

Gain  per each of your roads touching an 

opponents settlement, and  for each of 

your settlements touching an opponents road.

Gain  per each   built so far.

Gain  per every 3 available  .

Gain  per each of your roads touching an opponents settlement, and  for each of your settlements touching an opponents road.

Awarded at the end of the gameto the owner of the most buildings adjacent to Ludi (not including Ludus buildings).

Awarded at the end of the game

to the owner of the most Ludi from 

the school with the most wins 

(if wins tied, first vistory wins).

Awarded at the time of building
to the player who builds 

the first Arena.


